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Abstract 

The deposition of positrons from the passage of a positronium beam through 

a tokamak plasma and the subsequent radial transport of positrons to the limiter 

are simulated. The signal created by the annihilation of positrons at the limiter 

is calculated for several different transport models. Loss processes, such as 

reformation of positronium and annihilation of positrons by plasma electrons, 

are examined to determine how they affect the annihilation signal. An analysis 

of how quantities relevant to electron-mass particle transport can be obtained 

from a positron transport experiment is included. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In a recently proposed positron transport experiment, 3 positrons would be 

deposited in a fusion plasma by forming a positronium (Ps) beam and passing 

it through the plasma. Positrons would be deposited as the beam is ionized by 

plasma ions and electrons. Radial transport of the positrons to the limiter could 

then be measured by detecting the gamma radiation produced by annihilation 

of positrons with electrons in the limiter. This would allow measurements of 

the transport of electron-mass particles and might shed some light on the mech

anisms of electron transport in fusion plasmas. 

In this paper, the deposition and transport of positrons in a tokamak are 

simulated and the annihilation signal determined for several transport models. 

Calculations of the expected signals are necessary for the optimal design of a 

positron transport experiment. 

There are several mechanisms for the less of positrons besides transport to 

the limiter. Annihilation with plasma electrons and reformation of positronium 

in positron-hydrogen collisions are two such processes. These processes can alter 

the signal and place restrictions on the plasma conditions in which positron 

transport experiments can be effectively performed. 

II . DEPOSITION 

A. Physics 

In order to inject positrons into a magnetized plasma, they must first be 

neutralized, otherwise the magnetic field of the containment device will pre-



vent them from reaching the plasma. This neutralization can be accomplished 

by sending the positron beam through a thin carbon film.2 One-fourth of the 

positronium formed will be in the J = 0 state (p-Ps) and will have an anni

hilation lifetime of 0.125 n s . 3 , 4 Three-fourths will be in the J = 1 state (o-Ps) 

which, in the absence of a magnetic field, has a much longer lifetime of 142 ns. 

The addition of a magnetic field causes the J = 0. mj = 0 state and the 7 = 1, 

mj = 0 state to mix and results in a drastic decrease in the lifetime of the J — \. 

mj = 0 s tate. 5 The lifetime of the J = 1, mj — ±1 states is not affected by 

the magnel ic field. The much greater lifetime of these states allows a significant 

fraction of the positronium beam to survive the distance from the foil to the 

plasma to be ionized and deposited as positrons. 

Besides annihilation, another positronium loss mechanism is the conversion 

of o-Ps to p-Ps through collisions with free electrons 6 or hydrogen atoms. 7 When 

the o-Ps is converted to p-Ps, its lifetime is greatly reduced, and for the plasma 

density regimes of interest, the p-Ps will annihilate long before it has a chance to 

be ionized. One paper 8 reports a rather large value for the cross section for o-p 

conversion of positronium. but this result has been discounted 9 since it uses first 

order perturbation theory for electron energies near zero and disagrees with a 

much more rigorous approach. 6 The cross section for o-p conversion by electrons 

was calculated from the partial-wave phase shifts 6 using the expression® 

"c = | § £ ( 2 £ - l » s i i . 3 ( 6 ; - 4 > (1) 
t 

and is shown in Fig. 1. The o-p conversion cross section tor impact on hydrogen 

atoms is shown in Fig. 2. 

As the positronium beam passes through the plasma, a certain fraction of 
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the positronium atoms are ionized yielding free positrons. Five processes for 

ionization are taken into account: 

p s + p —* g~ . j . e ~ 4. p 

e^ + H 

Ps + l + z e~ + e~ + V~z (2) 

-, er + l+iZ-i) 

Ps + e~ e~ -f e _ + e * , 

where l~z is a fully stripped impurity ion and \+<-z~l) is a hydrogen-like impu

rity ion. The cross sections for the Ps -f p reactions (Fig. 3) were interpolated 

from cross sections supplied by R. Olson. 1 0 They were calculated numerically 

as a classical three-dimensional three-body problem. 

Ionization by impurity ions can be taken into account by denning <r*//. 

i 

where n, is the density of each ion species and er, is the ionization cross section 

for that species. The cross section for each impurity is roughly proportional to 

the charge 3 1 of the impurity ion, 2^ so 

i 

^ necrH, (4) 

where CTH i s the cross section for ionization by protons. Thus, the impurities 

may be taken into account by using the electron density instead of the ion 

density and using the cross section for hydrogen. This is equivalent to assuming 

that the plasma is pure hydrogen. 
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The cross section for ionization by electrons wes derived by modifying ths 

Gryziriski expression 1 2 for the ionization of hydrogen by electron impact. The 

Gryziriski cross section is givei. by 

ff = Jj59i{x)i ( 5 ) 

where 

a0 = ne4 = 6.52 x l O - 1 4 eV 2 cm 2 

E 
x = u; 

3 /2 r i 

and where E is the electron energy and E7, is the ionization potential. This 

expression gives the cross section for coUisions which leave the electron in the 

hydrogen atom with enough energy to escape from the hydrogen atom. 

Three modifications are necessary to make the Gryziriski expression valid for 

positronium. Since the ionization potential of Ps is half that of hydrogen., this 

lower value must be used for [/;. Since half of the energy given to the electron 

in the positronium atom is taken in the recoil of the Ps center of mass, any 

occurrence of [/; in the expression must be replaced by 2UZ. Finally, since the 

plasma electrons can scatter either the electron or positron in the positronium, 

the cross section must be doubled. The final result is that the cross section for 

ionization of Ps by electrons {Fig. 4) is twice that for hydrogen. 

B. Simulation 

These cross sections were used to calculate the deposition of positrons in a 

cylindrical plasma. Physics in the deposition code includes: 



» Ionization by and charge exchange with stationary ions 

• Ionization by electrons with a Maxwellian velocity distribution (including 

a finite Ps velocity relative to the average electron velocity) 

• Annihilation of Ps in the J = 0, mj = ± 1 state 

• Finite spread of the Ps beam in energy and angle 

• o-p conversion of Ps by impact with electrons and hydrogen atoms. 

The plasma was divided into a number of concentric cylindrical shells. The 

density and temperature are modelled as 

ne(r) = na 1 - ( : ) 

T,(r) = (T„-Ta) 
, T 

1 
L ( : ) 

(6) 

2 
+ T„. (7) 

The neutral hydrogen density was assumed to decrease exponentially with in

creasing distance into the p lasma 1 3 

The electron density and temperature and neutral hydrogen density for each 

shell are calculated. The Ps beam is divided into a number of ' :sub-beams," 

each of a given energy, angle, and beam strength. The ionization reaction rate 

for each sub-beam energy is then calculated for each shell. These reaction rates 

are calculated as 

<cru r f|) = / v2dv f sin&dO I d<bvr<.itj{vrti)}M{vt0,<j>)t (9) 

Jo Jo Jo 

where the Maxwellian distribution of electrons is given by JM-. vre( = | v p s — v., 

and the reaction rate is a function of the temperature of the shell and the energy 



(or velocity) of the Ps sub-beam. Each sub-beam is then followed through 

the plasma (Fig. 5) and the number of positrons deposited in each shell is 

determined. Division by the volume of each shell yields the density of positrons 

deposited in the plasma at the corresponding minor radius. 

III . TRANSPORT 

A. Processes 

The positrons deposited in the plasma are assumed to quickly diffuse along 

field lines so that, the gradient of the positron density has only a radial compo

nent. The transport equation can then be expressed as 

dn 1 d 
di r dr D[r)~-V{r) n + S(r,t) - L(r), (10) 

where the first term in brackets represents the diffusive flux and the second term 

represents convection. D(r) is the spatially dependent diffusion coefficient and 

V(r) is the spatially dependent convective velocity. S(r, t) represents sources 

of positrons, and L(r) represents losses other than transport. The source of 

positrons is taken as 

S(r,t) = S[r,0)6(t), (11) 

where S(r,G) is the deposition profile taken from the deposition code and h(i) 

is the Dirac delta function. 

B. Losses 

Positrons in the plasma may be lost in several different ways before they are 

transported to the limiter. Positrons can reform positronium in collisions with 
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neutral hydrogen atoms (Fig. 6 ) . 1 4 Half of these positronium atoms will b t in 

the shorter lifetime state and will annihilate almost immediately. The rest will 

either annihilate, pass out of the plasma, or be reionized at a location distant 

from the positronium formation point. The most likely outcome depends upon 

the density, temperature, and size of the plasma, as well as the energy of the 

positronium atom and direction of its travel. 

Positrons may also annihilate with plasma electrons. The reaction rate for 

this process (Fig. 7) is proportional to the electron density and is a function 

of temperature . 1 5 At typical tokamak densities and temperatures, however, the 

lifetime of a positron in a plasma is several orders of magnitude higher than the 

expected confinement time. At electron densities of 1 0 1 3 c m - 3 , for example, 

the lifetime of a positron is about 10 s, while the confinement time might, be 

several lens of milliseconds. Therefore, annihilation with plasma electrons is 

not expected to be significant. 

A third loss mechanism is three-body recombination. That is, 

e + + e " + e ~ — > P s + e~. (12) 

Again, the positronium formed would either annihilate promptly, leave the 

plasma, or reionize some distance away. The rate of this reaction can be calcu

la ted 1 6 from the electron ionization rate and the principle of detailed balance 

and can be shown to be insignificant (lifetime of ~ 1 0 3 a s for typical parameters) 

at energies near or greater than the ionization potential of positronium. 
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C. Simulation 

A diffusion code has been written to solve for n ( r t t ) given initial condi

tions from the deposition code. It is a finite difference code which requires the 

positron density to be zero at r = a and its derivative to be zero at r = 0. At 

each iteration of the finite difference scheme, the change in the positron density 

due t o diffusion, convection, annihilation, and Ps formation is calculated. The 

number of positrons in the outermost shell is then divided by the time interval 

between iterations. The annihilation signal is given by this value. The number 

of positrons in this shell is then set to zero to simulate loss of positrons to the 

limiter. 

IV. ANALYSIS AND EXAMPLES 

For the examples here, the parameters of the Texas Experimental Tokamak 1 7 

(TEXT) will be used. TEXT has a major radius of 100 cm and a minor radius of 

28 cm. Electron densities in the range 1 0 1 3 - 1 0 M c m " 3 and central temperatures 

of 1 keV are common. The confinement time is in the range of 20-40 ms- These 

parameters are nearly ideal for a positron transport experiment. 

A. Deposition 

The positronium beam distribution is taken to be that produced by passing 

a 1 keV beam of positrons through a 50-A carbon film2: 

dN = (l0-3eV)?E-UEdCl, (13) 
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where dN is the positronium distribution per positron incident on the film. 

The carbon film is located 100 cm from the magnetic axis of the plasma and the 

beam is apertured so that it extends ±5° vertically and horizontally about the 

beam axis. Figure 8 shows a typical deposition profile. The beam axis may be 

moved or the collimation changed to allow positrons to be deposited centraily 

or radially displaced making measurements sensitive to the transport at various 

locations in the plasma possible. 

Deposition simulations at increasing electron density ranging from 1 0 1 2 to 

10 1 6 c m - 3 (Fig. 9) show two density regimes. At densities below a critical 

electron density, n^t determined by the size of the plasma and the energy 

distribution of the positronium, the number of positrons, Ne+, is proportional 

to the electron density. Above n^, Ne+ asymptotically approaches 100% of 

the positrons which arrive at the near edge of the plasma before annihilating. 

For the parameters used in this simulation, n^ ~ 10 1 4 cm" 3 . Below n^, the 

deposition profiles have the same shape, but differ in magnitude. In this regime, 

the plasma is transparent to positronium. Above 5^7, the profiles become more 

outwardly peaked as the positronium beam becomes less able to penetrate the 

plasma. Here, the plasma is opaque. A good positron transport experiment 

requires large numbers of positrons deposited near the center of the plasma., 

so the ideal density is equai to or slightly less than the critical density wliich, 

fortunately and coincidentally, is the normal operating range of most tokamaks. 

The deposition of positrons can be thought of as a balance between two pro

cesses. The positronjuro must be energetic enough to pass through the plasma 

before it annihilates, but not so energetic that it passes through the plasma 
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without being ionized Since the ionization cross section drops quickly at large 

energy, there is a peak positronium ev-rgy at which the probability -rf ionization 

is maximized. This energy depends upon the electron density and temperature 

of the plasma and the distance from the carbon film (or other Ps-forming device) 

to the plasma. Figure 10 shows the dependence of the ionization piobability on 

the Ps energy at different electron densities. Below n^, the ionization fraction 

is proportional to n7, but approaches a limit above n^. At higher energies, 

the curves do not approach the limit as quickly, demonstrating the energy de

pendence of S77. From this, it can be deduced that positronium atoms with 

energy in the range of 200-300 eV have the best probability of being iosiized for 

plasma parameters of interest with rates approaching 30% possible at densities 

of 1 0 " c m - 3 . 

B. Transport 

The three dominant processes affecting the transport of positrons in a toka-

rrnk plasm? are diffusion, convection, and positronium formation. In the simu

lations here, the convection was modelled by assuming a convective velocity 

V ( r ) = v° (l)' { 1 4 ) 

where Va was typically in the range —1000 to — 2000 cm s _ 1 . (The minus sign 

indicates that the convection is radially inward.) The diffusion coefficient was 

taken to be in the range 5000 to 20,000 cm s _ 1 , and could be spatially varying. 

The neutral hydrogen density, which affects the positronium formation rate, 

was assumed to decrease exponentially from the edge of the plasma inward. 

The neutral edf;e density was taken as 3 x iO 1 0 e n : - 3 , with the density falling 
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by a factor of two every 3 c m , 1 3 The nentral hydrogen density is not isotropic 

in toroidal angle, but is instead peaked a t the limiter. For these simulations, a 

toroidally averaged density was used. Figme 6b shows that the reaction rate for 

the formation of positronium is peaked for temperatures found near the edge of 

the plasma. Combining this with the fact that the neutral hydrogen density is 

highest at the edge demonstrates that positronium formation is most likely near 

the edge of the plasma. If the temperature at the edge of the plasma is 10 eV 

and the neutral hydrogen density is 2 x 10'° c m - 3 , an average positron will last 

approximately 1 ins in this region before being reconverted into a positronium 

atom. This edge region is thin, however, as the reaction rate is a strong function 

of temperature and the neutral hydrogen density falls off quickly from the edge 

of the plasma inwards. Significant conversion can still take place since all the 

positrons must pass through this region before striking the limiter. In order 

to prevent a majority of the positrons from forming positronium, the neutral 

hydrogen density must be kept lower than a few times 1 0 , D c m - 3 at the edge 

for the plasma conditions assumed in these simulations. 

In each of the transport simulations, the annihilation signal shows two dis

tinct regions. After a time on the order of the confinement time, the signal 

decays exponentially with a fixed time constant representing the decay time of 

the lowest order solution of the transport equation (Eq. 10). Before the signal 

reaches this state, it demonstrates different types of behavior, including decay

ing exponentially with shorter time constants. In this region, the higher order 

modes are contributing to the signal. 

By injecting positrons into the center of the plasma, a deposition profile 
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which is very similar in shape to the lowest order eigenfunction of the transport 

equation is obtained. Because of this, the other modes quickly relax so that they 

do not contribute as much to the signal. However, by injecting at an angle to 

the center, a deposition profile peaked nearer the edge of the plasma can result. 

In the decay of this profile, the higher order modes are more dominant than for 

central deposition. Analysis of the signal then shows two or more time constants 

in the decay. By identifying and analyzing these time constants, quantitative 

information about the spatial dependence of the diffusion coefficients can be 

obtained. 

Figures 11 and 12 show simulations of the annihilation signals from two dif

ferent profiles, one center and one edge deposition. Least-squares fits (Table 1) 

to these simulations make it possible to identify the two lowest-order decay 
i 
I ' ! 

constants (Tables 2 and 3), Adding random errors to simulate the statistics 

of averaging over 100 shots still allows fits to be made fairly accurately. For 

Fig. 11, D was constant. For Fig. 12, D inside r = a/2 was twice what is was 

outside P = a/2. 

C. Analysis 

Measuring rj and T? allows the differentiation of constant and varying D 

profiles. This can be accomplished by solving the transport equation (Eq. 10) 

given a model for the diffusion coefficient and the convective velocity. The effects 

of the neutral hydrogen can be taken into account by realizing that in some thin 

layer near the edge, positronium formation may be the dominant loss process. 

This loss will reduce the positron density near the edge, reducing the effective 
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minor radius of the plasma as if the neutral hydrogen wer-i an extension of the 

limiter. Thus, positronium formation manifests itself as an effective reduction 

in the minor radius of the plasma and an accompanying reduction in the time 

constants of the decay, as well as a reduction in the amplitude of the signal. 

Table 4 shows the results of using a finite-difference predictor-corrector code 

to solve for the time constants of the solutions to the transport equation asmg 

the same model for the diffusion coefficient as was used to generate the anni

hilation signals and assuming the er*nvective velocity to be known (as from a 

Ware pinch calculation or similar model). For these deteiminations. the effec

tive reduction of the minor radius due to positronium formation was taken as 

2 cm. Different values of D$ and D2 ware used until a solution was found in 

which T\ was equal to the average of the rj 's generated by the center and edge 

deposition runs, and T% was equal to the r 2 generated from the edge exposition '• t 

run. The results show that it is possible to differentiate between constant and 

varying diffusion coefficients. 

V. CONCLUSION 

These results show that a positron transport experiment is feasible us

ing technology currently being developed. The densities and temperatures of 

today's tokamaks are ideally suited for positron deposition by ionization of 

hundred eV-range positronium beams. Positronium formation by impact of 

positrons on neutral hydrogen atoms is a major source of loss of positrons from 

the plasma, so the density of neutral hydrogen must be kept low in order to 

avoid losing too much signal. By measuring the different time constants of the 
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decay, the diffusion and convection of positronium can be studied with spatial 

resolution. The results of such an experiment will provide a new means for 

studying the transport of electron-mass particles in tokamaks. 
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TOables 

TABLE I. Fits to a two-time-constant exponential decay with and without sta

tistical errors added, demonstrating the usefulness of the fitting routine. The 

errors added were similar to those expected from averaging one hundred runs. 

Run A1 T\ A2 T2 

Generated 

w/error 

15.00 

15.06 

20.00 

19.75 

40.00 

40.69 

2.50 

2.51 

TABLE II. Fits to the annihilation signal using a one- or two-time-constant 

exponential decay for the signal with and without statistical errors added. For 

these runs, D = 10000 cm 2 s - 1 and V0 = -1000 cm s - 3 . 

Run Ax n A2 n 
Center 32.95 20.08 

w/error 32.73 20.13 

Edge 13.45 19.84 41.70 2.42 

w/error 13.29 19.87 43.48 2.39 
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TABLE HI. Fits to the annihilation signal using a one- or two-time-constant 

exponential decay for the signal with and without statistical errors added. For 

these runs D = 15000 cm 2 s _ 1 inside r = a /2 , and 7500 outside r = a /2 , and 

V0 = -1000 cm s _ 1 . 

Run Ai n A2 r2 

Center 20.64 26.21 

w/error 20.54 26.23 

Edge 8.88 26.14 31.32 2.31 

w/error 9.19 25.25 38.73 2.04 

TABLE IV. Diffusion coefficients used in the transport simulations and those 

derived from the time constants of the positron signal decay. 

Run Actual Calculated 

Dx D2 A D2 

1 10000 10000 10230 9580 

2 15000 7500 20000 7580 
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Figures 

FIG. 1. Cross section for o~p conversion of positromum by impact of electrons, 

calculated from partial-wave phase shifts presented in Ref. 6. 

FIG. 2. Cross section for o-p conversion of posiironium by impact of Ps on 

hydrogen atoms, interpolated from cross sections presented in Ref. 7. 

FIG. 3. Cross sections for the ionization and charge exchange of positronium 

with protons interpolated from cross sections provided by R. Olson in Ref, 10. 

FIG. 4. Cross section for the ionization of positronium by electrons calculated 

classically by modifying the Gryziriski expression for the ionization of hy

drogen by electrons. 

FIG. 5. Diagram showing the scheme used to divide the plasma into shells of 

constant density, temperature, etc., and the model of the positronium beam 

used. 

FIG. 6. Cross section (a) and the reaction rate (b) for the formation of positro-

nium by impact of positrons on neutral hydrogen atoms as presented in 

Ref. 14. The three cross sections represent three different models used in 

calculating the cross section in that reference. 

FIG. 7. Lifetime of positrons in a plasma presented as the product ner, as 

presented in Ref. 15. 

FIG. 8- Typical deposition profiles for positrons in a TEXT-sized device, n j = 

3 x 10 1 3 cm* 3 , T0 ~ 1 keV, number of positrons incident on the carbon 

film = 5 x 10 9 , and the total number of positrons deposited in the plasma 
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is 1.3 x 10 s . Figure (a) represents central deposition and (b) represents 

deposition from a beam aimed 10° up or down from center. 

FIG. 9. Number of positrons deposited in the plasma as, 7£T. The number of 

positrons incident on the carbon film was 5 x 10 9 . The dotted line repre

sents the number of positrons reaching the near edge of the plasma and is a 

limit reached when the plasma becomes "opaque" to positrons. The critical 

electron density, n^, can be seen from this plot to lie near 1 0 1 4 c m - 3 . 

FIG. 10. Fraction of positronium atoms ionized as a function of positronium 

energy, with electron density as a parameter. The dotted line represents the 

fraction of positronium atoms reaching the plasma before annihilating and 

is an absolute limit on the ionization fraction. 

FIG. 11. Simulated positron annihilation signals from (o) center and (•) edge 

deposition of positrons with fits to one- or two-time-constant exponential 

decays for a constant D model. 

FIG. 12. Simulated positron annihilation signals from (o) center and (•) ';dge 

deposition of positrons with fits to one- or two-time-constant exponential 

decays for a model in which D is larger inside than it is outside r = a /2 . 
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